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Abstract 

Building owners and other stakeholders can adopt different strategies to cope with vacancy, such as consolidation, 
rent reduction, selling the building, renovation, transformation and conversion to adapted reuse, or demolish and 
build a new building. This chapter discusses various tools to cope with vacancy by adaptive reuse. It presents an 
overview of the many factors and aspects that enable or hinder adaptive reuse by conversion of (office) buildings 
into housing, and how to assess the characteristics of the market, location, building and involved stakeholders. 
Furthermore, it presents the Conversion Meter, a tool to assess the conversion potential of vacant office buildings 
into housing. The tool is built up from a first quick scan using veto criteria (Step 1) till a more detailed scan of the 
conversion potential based on gradual criteria (Step 2). No single gradual criterion is sufficient to decide if 
conversion is possible or not; it is the combination of all criteria i.e. the sum that provides a valuable indicator for 
the conversion potential. Step 3 calculates a conversion potential score as a weighted sum of all criteria. Step 4 is a 
scan on financial feasibility. The final Step 5 is a check on possible risks and opportunities to eliminate these risks. 
The chapter continues with lessons learned from case studies by applying the Conversion Meter.  
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Adaptive reuse, transformation, conversion meter, assessment tools, vacant buildings, risks, opportunities 
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8.1 Introduction: why adaptive reuse? 

Property owners have various possible strategies for dealing with vacant office buildings: consolidation, rent 
reduction to retain current tenants or to attract new tenants, selling the building, renovation or upgrading, demolition 
and new-build, and conversion to new functions (Remøy, 2014). Most owners choose consolidation i.e. keep the 
building as it is, search for new tenants and wait for better times. Mothballing a building or temporarily allowing use 
for anti-squat are usually not permanent solutions for coping with structural vacancy but may precede renovation, 
redevelopment and conversion. Mothballing and anti-squat may both result in damage to the building and make 
repair and redecorations necessary before the building can be rented. Lowering rent can attract tenants, but is no 
structural solution in a real estate market with a supply being higher than the demand for the current function. 
Selling is often not an option either. The value of office buildings is based on the potential rental yield and hence the 
sale of a vacant building often yields less than its book value. Most owners are not willing to accept this financial 
loss. Likewise, new investments for renovation or upgrading the building are difficult to explain to investors who 
already lost money on a property. Though smaller renovations are performed every 5 years (Douglas, 2006; 
Vijverberg, 2001) at some point the building requires major adaptations (Wilkinson and Remøy, 2011). In markets 
with high vacancy levels, there is a risk that the benefits of upgrading the building for continuation of the current 
function will be less than the intervention costs. Demolition and new-build creates possibilities for a good fit with 
current and future users’ needs. However, redevelopment takes time and causes interruptions to income streams. If 
the building is technically in a good state, redevelopment is a waste of resources and conflicts with global aims for 
sustainable development. If the building has a particular cultural or historical value or adds value to the identity of 
the location or a wider area, demolishment is not an appropriate strategy either. Conversion to new use may be a 
more appropriate approach. Conversion may sustain a beneficial and durable use of the location and building, 
implies less income disruption than redevelopment and can have high social and financial benefits (Bullen, 2011). 
However, conversion may be expensive and requires the willingness of various stakeholders to adapt the building for 
other functions. Besides, the future market value of accommodating a new function must be higher than for 
continuing to use it for the same function.  
 
So, an important question is: which factors may enable successful conversion to other functions, which factors are 
hindering adaptive reuse, what are the main opportunities and risks, and how can these risks be reduced or 
eliminated? In section 2 we first present an overview of relevant factors and aspects. Section 3 presents an 
assessment tool to assess the opportunities and risks of conversion of office buildings to housing: the Conversion 
Potential Meter, abbreviated as the Conversion Meter. This tool is illustrated with case studies. Section 4 presents 
important opportunities and risks found in 15 Dutch cases. Finally, section 5 presents concluding remarks related to 
resilience and how to prevent high levels of vacancy in the future. 
 
 
8.2 Opportunities and risks 

The most appropriate strategy to cope with vacancy depends on the current and future real estate market (demand 
and supply), the characteristics of the location, the characteristics of the building or a portfolio with a number of 
buildings, and the interests, preferences and prerequisites of various stakeholders. These factors have a large impact 
on the conversion potential of a (vacant) building and opportunities and risks of conversion to other functions. 
Relevant aspects to be taken into account are functional aspects, cultural aspects (aesthetics, architectural-, cultural- 
or historical value), technical aspects, legal aspects and financial aspects (Geraedts, 2003, Geraedts, 2007, Remøy, 
2011, Remøy, 2014). All these factors and aspects may have an impact on the opportunities and risks of conversion 
and sustainable adaptive reuse of (office) buildings. They are all relevant to assess the conversion potential of a 
particular building, a real estate portfolio, or sustainable area transformations of for instance inner cities, suburbs or 
brownfields (see Figure 8.1). 
 

Figure 8.1: Factors that may influence the strategy to cope with vacancy 
 

 
 
The matrix in Figure 8.1 can be used as an overall framework to assess different strategies to cope with vacancy. 
Next, we discuss the four levels – market, location, building and stakeholders - more generally and where appropriate 
discuss the impact of the 5 factors. 
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8.2.1 Market potential: opportunities and risks 

Adaptive reuse is an option to cope with vacancy in case of: 
- An oversupply of vacant buildings i.e. the level and duration of vacancy are high, and are expected to be high in 

the future as well; 
- Sufficient demand for new functions; 
- The costs and finance possibilities of adaptive reuse i.e. the return on investment is sufficient to stimulate 

property owners or other parties to invest in buying a vacant building and convert it to a new function. 
 
Level and duration of vacancy 

The longer a building has been vacant, the more likely it is that continuation of its current function is not viable and 
adaptive reuse may be a more successful strategy. A vacancy level of 4-5% is perceived as necessary to enable 
companies to move (Keeris, 2007). During the movement of the end user to another building the current building 
will be vacant for a while, the so-called ‘frictional’ vacancy. However, when too many buildings are structurally 
vacant i.e. are vacant for over three years this is an indication of a serious quantitative and/or qualitative misfit 
between demand and supply. Figure 8.2 shows the vacancy rate of office buildings in the Netherlands in the past 
twenty years.  

 
Figure 8.2: Vacancy levels in the Netherlands, 1995-2016 

 
(Source: Soeter, J. and Remoy, H., 2016) 

 
It is expected that although the financial crisis of the late 2000s seems over most vacancy will not disappear. Due to 
news ways of working, ageing populations and the outsourcing of services to low-income countries, most of the 
current office supply will not be picked up by the market. Whereas new buildings are quite popular, they drive out 
older buildings at the lower end of the office market. In the Netherlands, structural vacancy is most frequent in 
office buildings built between 1980 and 1985 (Remøy, 2010). This can be explained by the generally sombre 
appearance of these buildings, as well as by the fact that they have become obsolete from a technical and functional 
viewpoint. In order to be able to predict the vacancy risk of a particular building, Geraedts and Van der Voordt 
(2003) developed the so-called vacancy-risk meter to define the lower end of the office market. Factors that increase the 
risk of vacancy such as a poor location, insufficient parking facilities, limited accessibility by car or public transport 
or a poor technical condition plea for an intervention. Moreover, the same factors may hinder adaptive reuse because 
costly improvements will be necessary. 
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Table 8.1: Relevant aspects on the demand side of residential accommodation 
 

 
      (Source: ??) 
 
Demand for new functions 

Without sufficient demand for other functions adaptive reuse will not be successful. So, it is important to assess the 
demand for space of prospective target groups and their needs and preferences. Table 8.1 shows a number of 
relevant characteristics of the location and the building that should be taken into account in case of conversions of 
vacant buildings into housing. On a more detailed level, it is relevant to make a distinction between sub-groups such 
as students, starters, young families, young urban professionals, and elderly people. These sub-groups have different 
demands regarding costs and quality, due to the different phases in life and different income levels that affect the 
affordable rent level or purchase price. In cities with many students and other young people conversion into low-
cost accommodation may be a good choice.  In case of high-rise office buildings, conversion into accommodation 
for seniors and families can be noticed as an increasing (international) development in large cities. Market research to 
define the particular demand for dwellings may help to define which conversion is most appropriate to meet the 
needs and preferences of potential target groups.   
 
Costs and return on investment 

Current and expected future vacancy levels may have an impact on rent levels and the financial value of the building. 
The appraised market value of office buildings is normally based on the rental income. Although structurally vacant 
buildings generate no income and have no perspective of future tenancy, appraisal of structurally vacant buildings is 
often based on potential tenancy of the property using either the cap rate or discounted cash flow methods 
(Hendershott, 1996, Hordijk and van de Ridder, 2005, Ten Have, 1992, 2002). The accounted value is usually too 
high for re-developers, who calculate land and existing building value residually. As long as these two ways of 
calculating the value of structurally vacant office buildings are not compatible, the price will be experienced as too 
high by re-developers and too low by owners. A too high purchasing price has a negative impact on the conversion 
potential. 
 
 
8.2.2.  Influence of stakeholders: opportunities and risks 

The most important stakeholders regarding adaptive reuse potential are owners, developers, investors and local and 
national government. If the owner is not willing to adapt or sell the building to a developer, adaptive reuse will not 
be realised. Investors and developers will only be willing to buy and transform a building when this fits with their 
real estate strategy and provides sufficient return on investment. The government plays an important role by 
initiating stimulating planning regulations and allowing new functions by changing the zoning plan in case the 
current plan does not incorporate the new function(s). An important factor is the city council’s policy. If 
municipalities want to strengthen the living function in the inner city or in other areas, conversion of office buildings 
into housing may be a successful option. However, when an area is designated as an office area or so-called Office 
Axe (a linear zone allocated to offices), continuation as an office building may be more appropriate. So, a check on 
the current zoning plan and willingness to adapt is important. In some cases there are grant subsidies available for 
conversion projects.  
Other actors such as inhabitants of surrounding dwellings may have an impact as well. Because buildings-in-use 
contribute to the local economy and/or contribute to a safe and vivid environment, usually neighbours will accept 
adaptive reuse. However, if the current building is highly appreciated due to its architectural appearance, cultural-
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historical value or its identity, much resistance may be experienced if plans are made to change the building’s 
appearance. 
 
 
8.2.3  Location potential: opportunities and risks 

Adaptive reuse requires that the location fits with the requirements of the new target group i.e. prospective new 
users and owners. Worldwide, properties in city centres, housing areas or edges of such areas are converted into 
housing, while conversion of buildings in business parks and peripheral areas rarely happen. Building conversions in 
city centres can offer valuable additions to the existing housing stock. Considering the functionally realisable 
apartment types as well as the location of office buildings, interesting target groups (buyers or renters) can be found. 
Office buildings in mono-functional business parks however, are not regarded fit for conversion into housing. When 
structurally vacant office buildings are situated in such locations, transformation of the area is necessary (Avidar et 
al., 2007, Smit, 2007b, Koppels et al., 2011).  
 
 
8.2.4  Building characteristics: opportunities and risks 

The functional adaptability of vacant buildings is of critical importance to conversion feasibility. This depends inter 
alia on the measurements of the buildings’ structural grid (Douglas, 2006, Geraedts and Van der Voordt, 2007). For 
instance, post-war office buildings were designed as “cockpits” to fit closely around the function they were meant to 
accommodate (Brand, 1994). This tight fit threatens the functional feasibility of conversion into housing. 
 
A high architectural or cultural-historical value and being marked as a monument will hinder demolition and stimulate 
adaptive reuse (Benraad and Remøy, 2007). Most office buildings are not listed though, as many are relatively new 
and not known for their interesting architecture (Remøy et al., 2009). In these cases, the main driver for conversion 
is not to protect the current building but to get it reused, in order to contribute to the quality of the environment and 
the future value of the location and the building itself. Requirements to keep and preserve a national or municipal 
monument can hinder adaptive reuse, for instance because balconies cannot be added to the façade. 
 
A poor technical condition forces intervention to improve the building to the required quality level, which is a 
hindering factor for conversion due to the high costs. 
 
Legal aspects can also reduce the financial feasibility of conversions, for instance due to strict Building Code 
regulations, planning rules or zoning plans that allow particular functions and limit or forbid other functions, or 
regulations limiting the maximum building height. As the requirements for residential buildings and other buildings 
that accommodate overnight-stays are stricter than for day-use functions such as offices, adaptations of building 
structure, stairways and facades are often needed.  
 
Usually, building characteristics do not make conversion impossible, but they can influence financial feasibility 
substantially (Mackay et al., 2009). When conversion costs become too high compared to the expected benefits, 
conversion may be financially unfeasible. Mackay et.al. (2009) studied several Dutch conversion projects and found 
an evident relationship between building costs and the alterations of specific building elements. The major cost 
generator for most office-to-housing conversions is facade-alteration (27% of the total building costs), followed by 
interior walls (17% of total building costs) and contractor costs, a group of costs in Dutch estimates combining site 
costs, general costs of the contractor and his profit (15% of total building costs). Whereas the costs for interior walls 
depend on the new function and can easily be predicted, the costs related to the facade depend on the building 
shape, technical state and quality of the existing building, and on the demand for external appearance, comfort and 
quality of the converted building. The necessity for facade alterations should therefore be thoroughly assessed when 
studying office-to-housing conversion potential. 
 
 
8.3. Conversion Meter 

To assess the opportunities and risks of conversion of vacant office buildings to dwellings and to define its 
conversion potential in a systematic, efficient way, the factors and aspects mentioned above have been integrated in a 
Conversion Potential Assessment Tool, in short: Conversion Meter, formerly known as the Transformation Meter 
(Geraedts, 2002, Geraedts, 2007, Geraedts, 2004b). Methods to develop this tool included a literature review, 
interviews with experts such as developers and housing associations with practical experience in converting office 
buildings to housing, and case studies to test preliminary versions of the tool. The first version, Transformation 
Meter 1.0, was developed during the late 1990s, when the Netherlands suffered from high levels of office vacancy. 
Since then, many graduation students from the Faculty of Architecture at the Delft University of Technology and 
students from other universities as well have conducted case studies to test and evaluate the tool. Most theses have 
been written in Dutch, with a few exceptions in English; see (Blanksma, 2013, Van den Berg Jeths, 2013, Mensing, 
2014, Damwijk, 2015). These practical applications allowed us to further improve and refine the transformation 
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potential meter (Geraedts, 2014). Two new steps - the financial feasibility scan and the risk assessment checklist – 
have been added to permit further investigation of the feasibility of a conversion project. In this section, we describe 
the principle of the new transformation meter and its position in the Go/No Go decision-making process in the 
initial phase of a conversion project: the Conversion Meter. 
 
 
8.3.1 The Conversion Meter at a glance 

In essence, this instrument consists of several checklists be used to appraise the potential of vacant buildings for 
conversion to residential use. This appraisal takes place in a number of steps, from more superficial to more detailed 
and specific, see Table 8.2: Overview of steps to be taken).  
 

Table 8.2: Conversion Meter Process  
 

 
 

Step 0 is the inventory of the market supply of unoccupied office space. This step is relevant when a municipality 
wants to explore which buildings are vacant in a particular area, or if a property owner wants to identify vacant 
buildings in a real estate portfolio. In case of a scan of a particular vacant building step 0 is skipped. 
 
Step 1 is a Quick Scan or initial appraisal of the conversion potential of vacant buildings, by using a limited number 
of veto criteria regarding the Market, Stakeholders, Location and Building characteristics. Failure of a building to 
meet these criteria means that it does not have sufficient conversion potential and thus leads to a NO GO decision.  
 
Step 2 is a more detailed feasibility scan, a further appraisal using gradual criteria, which shows which features of the 
location and the building positively contribute to its conversion potential and which do not.  
 
Step 3 calculates an overall conversion potential score and the conversion class) expressing the conversion potential 
of the building(s) on a scale ranging from not suitable for conversion to excellent suitability. Depending on the 
results, this may lead to a NO GO decision or to further refinement of the feasibility study in two subsequent 
phases.  
 
Step 4 is a financial feasibility scan of the conversion project, based on key figures regarding the costs of conversion 
and revenues from rental income. 
 
Step 5 is a checklist for the assessment of possible risks and ways to mitigate the risks. Depending on the nature of 
the project involved, step 5 may come before step 4. The conversion potential assessment tool is particularly 
intended for use in the initial phase of the plan development process, from the first quick scan to a well-considered 
decision whether or not to proceed with the project. 
 
 
8.3.2 A closer look at the five steps 

Step 0: Inventory of supply at city, district or portfolio level 

As a pre-step before actually starting to use the Conversion Potential Assessment Tool, an inventory may be needed 
of the market supply of office buildings in a particular municipality, area or portfolio that have been unoccupied for 
a long time or may be expected to become vacant in the near future. Information may be obtained from a literature 
survey, data from real estate agents or the investigator’s own observations.  
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Step 1: Quick Scan; first impression, evaluation based on veto criteria 

The instrument offers the user the possibility to perform a quick initial appraisal of the conversion potential, which 
is not very labour-intensive and does not require much data. This quick scan makes use of six veto criteria under the 
headings Market, Stakeholders, Location and Building, see Table 8.3.  
 
 

Table 8.3: Step 1 Quick scan with veto criteria 
 

  
 
A veto criterion is a criterion that if not satisfied (if the answer to the relevant question is ‘No’) leads to rejection of 
the option to convert the building into residential accommodation. Further detailed study is then no longer 
necessary. This is thus an effective means of selecting promising candidates for conversion quickly from the real 
estate market. 
 

Figure 8.3: Illustrations of Veto Criterion Location 7.9:  
No serious public health risk (pollution, noise, odour) (source: unsplash.com) 

 

  
 

 
The veto criteria apply to all target groups. Veto criterion 5 at location level concerns the situation of the building 
within the urban fabric. If the building is located at an industrial site where serious public-health hazards have been 
discovered, or if the authorities do not allow any modification of the zoning plan at this location, there is little point 
in taking the investigation of the conversion potential any further. 
 

Figure 8.4: Illustrations of Veto Criterion Building 8.10:  
Free ceiling height > 2.60 (source: unsplash.com) 
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Step 2: Feasibility scan based on gradual criteria 

If the results of the Quick Scan indicate that there is no immediate objection to conversion (no single question is 
answered ‘No), the feasibility of conversion can be studied in greater detail by assessing a number of ‘gradual’ 
criteria, i.e. criteria that do not lead to a GO/NO GO decision but express the conversion potential of the building 
and its location in a numerical score. Taken together, these criteria provide an overall picture of the conversion 
potential of the project.   
 
The feasibility scan at location level (Table 8.4) includes 7 main criteria, subdivided into functional, cultural and legal 
aspects, and 23 sub-criteria. The feasibility scan at building level (Table 8.5) comprises 14 main criteria, subdivided 
into functional, cultural, technical, and legal aspects, and 29 sub-criteria. An answer ‘Yes’ to any question indicates 
somewhat higher suitability for conversion. At the end of the scan, the number of ‘Yes’s’ is added up to obtain the 
overall conversion potential score – the higher the better. This is described under Step 3 below. It may be noted that 
the criteria vary somewhat, depending on the target group considered. For example, students will prefer to live in the 
city centre where there is more nightlife, while young families with children will tend to opt for a peaceful suburban 
environment. 
 
 

Table 8.4: Step 2 Feasibility scan using gradual criteria at location level;  
answer 'Yes' (score = 1) is positive and answer 'No' (score = 0) is negative for conversion into homes 

  

  
 

Figure 8.5: Illustrations of Gradual Criterion Location 3.11/12: Distance to railway station < 2 km.;  
distance to bus, tram, underground < 1 km. (source: unsplash.com) 
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Figure 8.6: Illustrations of Gradual Criterion Location 5.16: Situated centrally (not near highway locations); 

(source: unsplash.com) 
 

  
 

Figure 8.7 Illustrations of Gradual Criterion Location 5.20:  
Area has a good reputation/image; no vandalism (source: unsplash.com) 

 

  
 
 

Table 8.5: Step 2 Feasibility scan using gradual criteria at building level 
Answer 'Yes' (score = 1) is positive and answer 'No' (score = 0) is negative for conversion into homes 
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Figure 8.8: Illustrations of Gradual Criterion Building 11.19/20:  

Possible connection inner walls on grid < 5.40 m.; facade/openings well adaptable (source: unsplash.com) 
 

   
 

 
Figure 8.9: Illustrations of Gradual Criterion Building 13.26:  

Sufficient daylight factor > 90% floor surface new units (source: unsplash.com) 
 

   
 
 
Step 3: Determination of the conversion potential class  

The results of the feasibility scan can be used to calculate a conversion potential score, based on which the building 
can be assigned to one out of five conversion classes ranging from ‘No Transformation potential’ till ‘Excellent 
Transformation Potential’, see Table 8.6.  
 

Table 8.6: Step 3 Determination of conversion potential class of office building 
 
 

 
The total scores for the location (result ‘A’ in Table 4) and the building (result ‘B’ in Table 5) are determined by 
multiplying the number of Yes’s in the respective tables by a weighting factor, which has provisionally been chosen 
as 5 for the location and 3 for the building to reflect the greater relative importance of the location in these 
considerations. The maximum possible score for the location is thus 23 x 5 = 115, and for the building 298 x 3 = 87, 
summing up to a grand total of 115 + 87 = 202 (see Table 8.6). The minimum score is zero, which would indicate 
that no single feature of the location or the building is considered suitable for conversion.  
 
Buildings in Conversion Class 1 (scoring lower than 40) are assessed as not suitable for conversion to residential 
accommodation, while those in Class 5 (scoring higher than 161) are perceived as excellently suitable for conversion. 
In the examples of Table 3 and Table 4 no assessment scores for Location and Building have been filled out yet, and 
as such the total scores in Table 6 is ‘0’, corresponding with Conversion class 1: Not Transformable. 
 
The total score is an indication of the conversion potential but does not define the final decision. In practice, some 
criteria can be more dominant than others. Decision-makers are free to adapt the default weight values of 3 
(building) and 5 (location) if that fits better with the particular context.  
 
Determination of the conversion class of an office building completes the first three steps of the Conversion 
Potential Assessment Tool. If the results indicate that the building has sufficient potential for conversion (i.e. that it 
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falls into Conversion Class 4 or 5), the analysis can be continued by two additional steps, aimed at studying the 
financial feasibility of the conversion project (Step 4) and conducting a risk assessment for further planning (Step 5). 
Depending on the nature of the project involved, step 5 may come before step 4. The Conversion Potential 
Assessment Tool is particularly intended for use in the initial phase of the plan development process, from a first 
quick scan to a well-based decision about whether or not to proceed with the project. 
 
Step 4: Financial feasibility scan 

The financial feasibility scan aims to obtain an indication of the viability of a conversion project. It is not meant yet 
as a detailed calculation based on the costs of all construction elements, materials, labour costs etc. The financial 
feasibility depends among other things on the acquisition costs, the current condition of the building, the level of 
renovation or modification work required, the finishing and comfort level of the housing, the number of (extra) 
dwelling units that can be created in the building and the project yield by rental income and/or sales prices (Gelinck, 
2013). On the revenue side, key-figures are the number of dwellings that can be created for the intended target 
groups, and the rent level or purchase price these target groups might be willing to pay. A sketch plan of a possible 
layout of the building after conversion is useful to get an indication of the number and types of dwellings that can be 
incorporated in the current building. The financial feasibility can be improved by increasing the size of the building, 
e.g. by adding extra floors on top, by a horizontal extension, or by the inclusion of commercial functions (usually at 
ground level). On the expenses side, it is necessary to know the acquisition costs for the premises, including the land 
price, and the conversion costs i.e. the building and installation costs. Relevant questions to be asked are for instance: 
what is the current condition of the building? Which parts can be reused, and which will have to be demolished? 
What is the ratio of façade surface area to gross floor area (GFA)? To what level should the building be finished? To 
what extent can the existing stairways, lifts and other means of access and façade proportions be maintained? 
 
These issues are all included in a residual value approach to adaptive reuse. In this approach, stepwise first the 
potential yield of the new use is calculated, second, the costs for the building adaptation, and third, the residual value 
results from the yield minus the costs calculation. The calculation can be done on different potential new uses. As a 
final step in the residual value approach, the residual value of the different options can be compared, to decide on 
the Highest and best use (HBU) of the adaptive reuse. Step 1 is calculated based on yield-generating characteristics: 
market demand, Location functions mix, accessibility, image and available supply. Step 2 is based on cost generating 
characteristics like already described in the feasibility criteria: Building age, size, parking, adaptability, ceiling height, 
construction, installations. 
 
Figure 8.10 visualises the residual approach: if one knows the purchase price and conversion costs, and defines the 
required return on investment, one also knows the investment budget that is available for conversion of the building.  
 

Figure 8.10: Approach to defining the residual value of an office to residential conversion 
 

 
 
After an approximate cost-benefit analysis has been made on the basis of a sketch of the way in which various 
dwelling types and layouts can be fitted into the existing office building, the data can be used as input for the 
development plans of the property developer. 
 
Many reference documents are available with key cost figures or rental prices and project costs for various building 
types. Unfortunately most cost data refer to new built projects. Less costs and benefit information is available about 
conversion projects. The reason is probably that both conversion costs and purchase prices and benefits from rental 
income or selling price are affected by many factors including the national and local current real estate market of 
demand and supply and the level of interventions that are needed to convert the current office building into housing 
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of sufficient quality. For instance, the construction costs for transforming the façade are very dependant of the 
condition of the current façade and the possibility to reuse (parts of) the facade. The state of the support structure 
and foundation are other examples that can have a high impact on the conversion costs differences between 
projects. After all, each conversion project is unique (Mulder, 2015). As a consequence, the key cost figures of 
conversion projects show a huge range.   
 
Table 8.7 shows some key conversion and purchase cost figures that determine the total investments costs, based on 
12 cases of the Stadswonen Housing Association in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The data originate from 2002 and 
have been updated till 2016 by P. de Jong, Delft University of technology (February 2017). A distinction has been 
made between conversion projects with a low or a high level of interventions. All figures are in Euro’s/m2 gross 
floor area (GFA), including VAT. The cost differences between the most expensive and least expensive projects 
showed to be determined to a large degree by the costs of (conversion of) the façade. The inner walls are on average 
more expensive, but these costs are less variable and thus have less influence on the overall level of the structural 
costs. The current supporting structure also has a significant influence on the total costs. 
 

Table 8.7: Indication of conversion and purchase costs based on 12 cases from the Netherlands 
 

 
 
Table 8.8 shows an overview of monthly rental income and residual investment budgets per unit and per m2 rental 
floor area (RFA) or m2 gross floor area (GFA), in connection to different dwelling types and target groups 
(Geraedts, 2004a, Vrij de, 2002). The data are based on the same 12 cases as in Table 8.7 and also have been updated 
by P. de Jong, TUD, February 2017. The ratio between GFA/RFA varied the case studies from 1.3 - 1.55. The target 
groups define the required type of home, the number and layout of the rooms, access, appeal and the size of the 
outdoor area. Using this data, floor plans can be drawn and fitted in the existing building. When drawing floor plans, 
existing stairs, lifts, access paths, design lines and façade boundaries must be respected. Based on the layout of the 
homes, the number of homes can be estimated and an indication of the rental price or selling price can be 
established.  
 

Table 8.8: Feasible rental income and investments per unit 
Per m2 rental floor area (RFA) and per m2 gross floor area (GFA);  
the assumed ratio between both floor areas: GFA/RFA = 1.3 - 1.55 

 

 
 
 
To get a better understanding of the large range of key cost figures of conversion projects use can be made of form 
figures (Schmidt, 2013). An example is the ratio between rental floor area (RFA) and gross floor area (GFA). This 
ratio explains how much floor area is used for construction, facilities and circulation areas. The higher this ratio is, 
the better the space utilisation of the building. A project with less efficient floor plans is usually less financially 
feasible. Small homes are often easier to fit in existing buildings, which increases the efficiency. For tower blocks, the 
division into dwellings is less efficient than for elongated buildings. In the tables above an efficiency ratio of gross 
floor area (GFA)/rental floor area (RFA) between 1.3 and 1.55 is assumed. Other key data are the shape of the 
layout and the relationship between open and closed parts of the façade. The floor layout could influence the façade 
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surface. Square layouts have less façade surface than elongated floor plans. The amount of open and closed parts of 
the facades influences the financial feasibility because closed parts usually are cheaper. 
 
Future value 
The adaptive capacity of buildings may have a large impact on the future value of buildings. Today’s methods for 
determining the financial feasibility of building conversions do not consider this future value sufficiently. The 
adaptive capacity of a building can only be valued in the use phase of the building when functional and structural 
adaptions are required. To make buildings that are adaptable in the future usually requires extra initial construction 
costs. When only taking into account the initial construction costs, an adaptable building is less attractive than a 
‘non-adaptable’ building (Hermans, 2014). Therefore, not only investment costs should be taken into account but 
also the total lifecycle costs. 
 
Total lifecycle costs 
A lifecycle cost approach focuses is on integral housing costs and benefits during the whole lifecycle. The following 
elements are taken into account (Hermans, 2014): 
 
- The added value of adaptability to lower operating costs; 
- The added value of adaptive capacity to lower adaptation costs in the future; 
- The contribution of adaptive capacity to better lettability and/or market selling value; 
- Reduction of total costs of ownerships (TCO) and asset management; 
- Incorporation of the principle of the circular economy. 
 
Circular economy concerns the legacy to aim for a maximum reuse of construction components and natural 
resources to prevent elimination of value. Each construction component has a residual value that can be reused, and 
this value needs to be considered in the financial feasibility. 
 
Step 5: Risk assessment checklist with possible solutions 

When the Quick Scan indicates that an office building has sufficient conversion potential at both the location and 
the building level and the results of the initial financial feasibility analysis are also encouraging, the involved actors 
may proceed to the subsequent development phases. It is of great importance to be aware of the possible 
bottlenecks and risks that may come to the fore. Table 8.9 and 8.10 also present risk inventories. Both are based on 
experience gained in a large number of projects. Neither of these lists is exhaustive. Both checklists list the possible 
risks under the same headings as those used in the quick scan and feasibility scan i.e. from a functional, cultural, 
technical, legal and financial point of view. Table 8.9 presents a risk assessment list with possible solutions at Market 
and Location level, including the point of view from some important stakeholders. Table 8.10 presents a risk 
assessment list with possible solutions at building level.  
 
Example of risk at stakeholders’ level: zoning plan 
Risk: The local authorities are not ready or willing to approve any changes in the zoning plan required for success of 
the project. This is one of the points that need to be thoroughly explored in advance by consulting and convincing 
the authorities concerned.  
Solution: try to convince the municipality of the benefits of conversion to the new functions and use the power and 
interests of involved stakeholders and prospective tenants. 
 
Example of risk at location level: noise pollution 
Risk: Excessive noise level at façade. According to the Dutch Noise Pollution Act, this value should not exceed 60 
dB for offices and 50 dB for dwellings. Similar levels are used internationally. 
Solution: Many inner-city locations are situated near major roads, railways or industrial premises. If the properties are 
rezoned for residential use, they will have to meet much more stringent requirements and quite extensive measures 
may be needed to ensure compliance. Exemption may sometimes be granted for residential property situated near 
major roads or railways, i.e. the maximum permitted noise level at the façade may be raised in such cases, but extra 
measures will still have to be taken to keep the sound level within the building at acceptable levels. Some of these 
measures will involve modification of the building, but noise screens placed round the source of the noise may also 
be effective. Another option is to locate rooms where less stringent noise standards apply, such as workshops or 
bathrooms, where the noise load is highest.  
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Table 8.9: Risk assessment checklist, possible solutions and important stakeholders 
 

 
 

 
Example of risk at building level: poor financial feasibility 
Risk:  a (too) high acquisition price of the office building, renovation costs that are higher than expected, or a small 
size of the building so that all costs have to be paid back by a limited number of tenants. 
Solution: In case of conversion of office buildings to residential accommodation, in general the larger the complex to 
be converted, the easier it is to make the project financially feasible. The investments needed to make the existing 
building suitable for residential purposes can be partially financed by extending the size of the building, horizontally 
and/or vertically (by adding new storeys on top of the building). One advantage of adding new built premises is that 
the extra land costs are basically zero. If new floors are added, the building’s supporting structure must be strong 
enough to bear the extra load, or must be reinforced to this end. Horizontal extensions must fit in with the location 
and usually permits must be obtained from the municipal authorities (town planning, building control, fire safety). 
Another possible way of improving the financial feasibility is to rent out retail, business or office space on the 
ground floor or to rent out parking space. Currently exemptions from particular building regulations can be received, 
provided that that converted buildings should comply at least with the building regulations of the year when the 
original building was constructed.  
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Figure 8.11: Puntegale, Rotterdam 
 

   
(source: Stadswonen, Rotterdam). 

 
One of the early icons of conversion by Stadswonen Rotterdam, the Netherlands. This former tax office (built in 1940-1946) has been 
converted into dwellings for students and starters i.e. young people entering the housing market (1999). Opportunities for conversion were 
the high need for housing, a housing association in search for inner city building locations, the attractive appearance of the building, the 
beautiful entrance hall, and the expected increase of the value of assets due to a revitalisation and upgrading of the whole area. Hindering 
factors were the low return on investment, noise annoyance, and no permission to add balconies to the façade due to its status as a 
municipal monument. Thanks to a clever re-design the final result is a successful conversion that fits with current user requirements, 
regulations for new building in the Building Code, and sustainability principles  
 

Figure 8.12 Atlantic House (based on Remøy et al, 2015) 
 

 
 
The redevelopment of the national listed monument Atlantic House at the Westplein in Rotterdam was initiated by the property 
developers Van Herk and HD, and completed in 2009. The vision behind the development was simply to give this monumental building, 
completed in 1928, a second life and to bring back its grandeur. The original building was developed with an architectural idea of spatial 
flexibility behind a uniform façade – a very avant-garde idea for its time. During the last years, several plans were made for the conversion 
of this former office building into apartments. These plans were not feasible because some floors seemed unsuited for apartments. When the 
building was converted by Van Herk and HD in 2009, it was feasible due to several smart design solutions, and good cooperation with 
the municipality of Rotterdam. After conversion this building includes 50 apartments, different types, 4 offices (1st floor), a restaurant and 
shops (at the ground floor). The apartments are privately owned. 
 
The street facade, the roof and the public indoor spaces, including the restaurant, had to be conserved as part of the monument listing. The 
developer had experience with this type of conversions and with the Rotterdam market. The original flexibility concept was brought back 
in the project, and meant that apartments were developed as lofts, but also that adaptations were reversible. The building was sustainably 
converted; several original building parts were reused, like the original parking basement and the entrance hall. On the attic floor, new 
maisonettes and large roof terraces were introduced. The conversion gave the possibility to apply modern and energy saving measures. For 
example, thermal energy storage was developed specially for this project. Heat leaks were removed. 
 
The success factors of the project were the location near Rotterdam city centre, the characteristic external appearance, the flexibility of the 
layout, and the cooperation with the municipality and their willingness to co-create new solutions for this project. 
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Table 8.10: Risk assessment checklist with possible solutions at Building level 
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8.4 Lessons learned from case studies 

 
8.4.1 Applicability of the Conversion Meter in practice 

Various versions of the Conversion Assessment Potential tool have been used in many case studies, to explore its 
applicability and options for further improvement, to investigate the conversion potential of the building(s) , and to 
explore which opportunities and risks come to the fore in practice. The checklists showed to be well applicable. No 
missing factors came to the fore. However, the predictive power of the conversion potential score is limited. Some 
cases with a low conversion potential according to the criteria were converted successfully, whereas some cases with 
a high conversion potential score were not converted due to too insurmountable obstacles. In cases with a high 
conversion potential score some risk factors frustrated actual conversion.. These findings confirm that the scores of 
0 (No) or 1 (Yes) per criterion and the allocated default weights that were mentioned in section 8.3 (on location and 
building level) can be different in practice, dependent of the local context. It can happen that the cultural value of a 
vacant building or a misfit with the current parking standard weight much higher or show to be veto criteria in the 
success or failure of intended adaptive reuse (Remøy, 2014, Baker, 2017). On the other hand, a number of veto 
criteria in the first version of the tool were found to be too stringent, such as a project size of less than 20 dwelling 
units (2000 m2), a building being still partially occupied, duration of vacancy of less than three years, or an building 
age of less than three years. In later versions of the Conversion Meter these former veto criteria were skipped or 
moved to the gradual criteria.  
 
8.4.2 Adaptability 

Market developments show increased demands for flexibility and sustainability by users and owners as well as a 
growing understanding of the importance of a circular economy. A direct connection can be made between adaptive 
building and sustainability (Wilkinson, 2011). The longer a building is kept in its function instead of becoming vacant 
or being demolished, the more sustainable that building will be. The more flexible a building is, and the more able to 
adapt to changing user demands, the longer it will keep its function, and the better the total costs of life cycle will be 
(Hermans, 2014). The adaptive capacity of a building includes all characteristics that enable the building to keep its 
functionality through changing requirements and circumstances, during its entire technical lifespan and in a 
sustainable and financially profitable way. The adaptive capacity is considered a crucial component when looking 
into the sustainability of the real estate stock (Geraedts, 2016). 
 
8. 4.3 Opportunities and risks found in 15 Dutch cases 

Remøy and Van der Voordt (2014) tested 15 cases on conversion potential ‘from offices to housing’ by using the 
Transformation Meter version 2.0. In their analyses some recurring opportunities and risks came to the fore and are 
discussed below. 
 
8.4.3.1 Opportunities  

The short development time-span from the first sketch till delivery of the apartments was considered an opportunity. 
One project took just two years from the first sketch to completion. While still working on the design, the building 
was stripped to structural frame, stairs and elevator. Not only was time saved because the main structure was already 
there, and because of this, fewer days were lost due to bad weather. The “WYSIWYG-factor” contributed to this 
advantage: ‘What You See Is What You Get’. In many cases, display apartments were furnished before the 
reconstruction started. Whereas most people cannot interpret architectural drawings, display apartments inform 
potential buyers better and boost sales. Financial feasibility was improved by selling the apartments before 
construction started, leading to lower financing costs and risks. Moreover, in various cases conversion costs were 
lower than a demolition and new-build. The conversion costs varied considerably. High conversion costs were 
caused by high-quality demands for the external and internal finishing and high demands for comfort by the target 
group (acoustic and thermal insulation). Low conversion costs were accomplished when few changes were made to 
the facades (i.e. student housing) and when the floor-plan was easily adaptable. 
 
The conversions studied received few objections from neighbours. Redevelopment was thought positive in the cases 
of a building in an area with high vacancy and dilapidation. This added to the developers and investors opportunity 
to increase the financial feasibility of a project. Finally, conversion of vacant offices was considered a sustainable 
alternative to demolition and new build, saving building materials and transportation, and producing less waste than 
demolition and new construction. A frequently heard argument for demolition is that older buildings are not 
sustainable. However, the performance of the case study buildings was adapted to the Dutch building code and to 
the level of comfort expected by the relevant user group. Table 8.11 summarises the key opportunities found in the 
Dutch cases. 
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Table 8.11: Conversion opportunities in 15 Dutch case studies 
 

 
 

 

8.4.3.2 Risks 

 
Asbestos 
Asbestos was found in seven of the fifteen projects. Asbestos removal follows strict rules and incurs high costs. In 
all the projects, asbestos removal was accounted for in the building assessment. In a few cases, apartment sales were 
challenging; in one case, luxury apartments without private outdoor space and with incidentally low ceilings (not 
according to the building rules) were sold only after the prices were lowered significantly. In another case, 
apartments with daylight from the north only, were not sold for the initial asking price. The characteristics of these 
apartments clearly did not correspond to the preferences of the target group. Even in a tight housing market, quality 
and willingness to pay was found to correspond, especially in the top segment of the housing market.  
 
Discrepancies between drawings and construction 
Three out of five buildings constructed before 1950 and three of the five buildings constructed between 1950 and 
1965 were not built according to drawings and the construction materials and measurements were different per floor. 
This was explained as, in the first years after the Second World War, housing was prioritised over commercial 
buildings in the Netherlands. It was difficult to get building materials, and in many cases contractors used the 
material they could find without altering the drawings. Buildings constructed after 1965 showed no such differences.  
 
Quality of construction 
In one of the 15 projects only, the main structure was in an unsatisfactory state. The concrete in the external 
columns was deteriorating; hence it was repaired and reinforced. This repair added extra costs to the project, but as a 
result of the repairs the columns became wider, and the design needed modification. In other projects, light concrete 
deterioration and steel corrosion was found but required only minor repairs. In most cases, this kind of technical 
problems was assessed in the preliminary phase. Office buildings are constructed to carry more weight than housing, 
and in most cases, additional floors could be carried by the existing structure. 
 
Facilities 
Apartments require more vertical shafts for electricity, water and plumbing than offices. In the buildings constructed 
before 1965, floors were penetrated and shafts were placed without problems. After 1965, pre-stressed concrete was 
commonly used, making larger spans possible. The problem of pre-stressed concrete though, is that it loses strength 
when the steel is cut. In three of the five buildings constructed after 1965, pre-stressed concrete was used.  
 
Structural grid 
The measurements of the structural grid in buildings constructed before 1965 were small and came with thin, light 
floors. Though these floors are strong, acoustic insulation was poor and needed improvement to meet modern 
standards and was achieved by adding floating floors and suspended ceilings. The Dutch building code requires 
better thermal and acoustic insulation of the facade for housing than for offices. Buildings from the 1980s onwards 
have double-glazing. The thermal insulation of the facade is sufficient for housing; but the acoustic insulation is 
often not. The facades were replaced in eight of the buildings. In seven projects, the thermal and acoustic insulation 
of the facades was improved; in five of these it was not possible to change the facade because the buildings were 
listed monuments. 
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Zoning plan 
In several cases the zoning plan and the municipality not allowing for exceptions was considered a problem. Long 
lasting procedures slow the process and delay income, threatening the financial feasibility. In most projects however, 
the municipality was quite co-operative because conversion into a well-functioning building was found to improve 
the image of the environment and reduce risks of vandalism and feelings of fear. 
 
Technical risks 
Most of the revealed risks were technical. Several influence the financial feasibility. A lowered ceiling and floating 
floor were placed; constructions were repaired, shafts cut through reinforced concrete floors and legal procedures 
were fought, before permits were obtained. But the conversion costs rose as a result. Developers who were 
interviewed complained about overrun budgets and too many hours spent to develop specific solutions to problems 
that occurred during the construction. Still, the projects were financially feasible. Table 8.12 summarises the most 
striking risks found in the Dutch cases. 
 

Table 8.12: Risks found in 15 Dutch cases 
 

 
  

 
8.5. Concluding remarks 

Although the Conversion Meter has been developed to assess the conversion potential of vacant office buildings and 
conversion to housing, many follow-up studies have shown that the underlying principles and criteria are applicable 
to other types of conversion well, with some minor adaptations.  
 
For assessments of the conversion potential of office buildings to hotels see for instance: (Divendal, 2013); to health 
care facilities:  (Hummel, 2008) and (Remøy, 2011); to a combination of new functions: (Hek, 2004). Assessments of 
the conversion potential of other buildings than office buildings have been conducted as well, for instance regarding 
adaptive reuse of bank buildings (Jongeling, 2006), churches (Schrieken, 2000, Van der Vlist, 2004, Velthuis, 2007, 
De Beun, 2015, De Jager, 2014), asylum centres (Vaziri, 2008), industrial heritage (Ball, 2002, Scheltens, 2009, Kiroff, 
2015, Petković-Grozdanovića, 2016), cultural heritage such as monuments (Wrigley, 1998, Zimmerman, 2001, Van 
Beers, 2007, Schunselaar, 2009, Bouwer, 2008, Plevoets, 2011, Bullen, 2011, Yung, 2012, Vervloed, 2013, Kloek, 
2015, Dyson, 2015, Misirlisoy, 2016, Van Bree, 2011), retail (Van der Wal, 2015), old people’s homes (Gelinck, 
2013). For assessments of temporary adaptive reuse see for instance (Boer, 2004), (Van der Voordt, 2007) and 
(Bruijning, 2016). For assessments of adaptive reuse on portfolio level see for instance (Remøy, 2013) and on area 
level: (Smit, 2007a), (Van Velzen, 2013) and (Chen, 2017).    
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Figure 12: Utrecht, de Zusters (The Sisters) 
 
 

 
 
Example of a temporary conversion of a vacant office building into a care home, while the care organisation was preparing a new building 
elsewhere. After conversion the building accommodates 114 care apartments, a recreation area, a library, medical support facilities and a 
social-cultural neighbourhood centre. A stimulating factor to convert was the need for housing with care in this neighbourhood. Hindering 
factors were the different languages of care organisations, developers, and the construction industry, lack of skills to test building plans on 
financial feasibility, and a rapidly changing governmental policy regarding how to finance housing with care; source: (Remøy, 2011) 
 
Next steps  

The Conversion Potential Assessment Tool has been developed for use in a Dutch context. A next step is to 
examine its applicability and related data in other countries. Further testing of the new Conversion Meter in current 
Dutch cases is relevant too. Additional case studies in the Netherlands and in other countries will provide a better 
insight in the impact of national and local legislation and the economic and cultural context. The same counts for the 
financial feasibility scan (Step 4) and financial ratios.  
 
A broader analysis with more case studies may further increase the validity of the tool and reliability of cost data. 
Financial benefits by rental income or purchase prices should be elaborated for other types of conversion, both 
regarding the current function (not only offices) and the function after adaptation (other than housing). It would be 
interesting to include the costs and benefits (including environmental criteria) of alternatives such as demolition and 
new construction in the feasibility scan as well (Barrett, 2009, Watson, 2009, Wilkinson, 2014, Conejos, 2015). The 
Checklist could be extended with extra risks that may appear from additional project analysis or interviews with 
parties who have practical experience with conversion projects. 
 
The practical applicability of the Conversion Meter may be improved by digitising the tool and by adding photos, 
sketches and boxes with lessons from case studies to illustrate the criteria and risks checklist. Another topic is to 
explore the need for extra modules looking at particular issues such as sustainability (see for instance (Mohamed, 
2017). Finally, the criteria could be linked to tools for adaptable buildings in order to make future conversions 
functionally and technically more simple and less expensive (see for instance Remøy et al., 2011; Geraedts, 2016). 
Buildings that support the possibilities of adaptive reuse are more ready to change and make it easier to cope with an 
ever-changing real estate market and as such will contribute to a more resilient built environment (Hassler, 2014).    
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Note 1: 
Most TU Delft publications and MSc Theses can be downloaded from tudelft.repository.nl. 
 
Note 2: 
The Conversion Meter may be used for free. Your experiences or comments are welcome at the authors of this chapter. 
 
 
 
 




